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World Energy Demand 
and ASEAN Economies NDC（COP26)
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Building Sector is almost 30% of Energy Demand



ZEB Family Concept can Gradually reduce 
energy consumption in building Sector

ZEB Family Concept can be expanded  “ZEB” depends on the 

actual conditions, e.g., financial. First step is to aim for super 

low-energy buildings which are defined as “ZEB ready”, and then 

aim for “ Nearly ZEB” and “(net) ZEB” utilizing renewable energy
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Utilizing
Renewable 

Energy 
effectively



Fundamental principle of ZEB family

❑ If you pursue net Zero Energy Building at planning and 
design stage, there are many difficulties on finance or 
technologies in order to realize it. 

❑ However, once if you plan and design the building 
with the clear concept of “ZEB Family ”, you can
realize (net)ZEB through the step-by- step approach 
starting from ”ZEB Ready“. 

❑ “ZEB Ready” buildings can be designed, constructed 
and operated by use of not only advanced technologies 
but also other exiting materials/equipment with 
measurement, verification and management, in not only 
developed countries but also emerging countries.
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Change the way of thinking flexibly to approach way of 
net Zero Energy Building utilizing an    

international common language = ISO/TS23764.

Common language must be progress harmonizing the 
basic approach rule of net ZEB in ASEAN Economies.
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The starting point of the idea of standardization 
is improvement of practicability by making the 
“ZEB family” which allows a Step By Step 
approach to net Zero Energy Building, and to 
increase dissemination rate by clarifying only 
the minimum necessary principle for ZEBs 

Key point of ISO/TS23764 “Methodology for 

achieving non-residential zero-energy buildings” 
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Six Core Elements of ISO/TS23764

“Methodology for achieving non-residential zero-energy buildings” 



Purposes of ISO/TS23764

Way of Energy saving in building sector 

Reduction of GHG to prevent 
Global Warming and reduction of Co２

Healthy market growth of construction 
materials and equipment for energy 

efficiency
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Reference for the National Policy or  
Guideline to achieve your COP26 targets
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Process Activities of TS in ISO/TC205(1)

Following request by ISO Central Secretariat, changed from TR to TS/WD

31.1.2020～24.2.2020 TS/WD ballot ⇒ Passed by overwhelming majority

TR/WD submitted from JISC to ISO/TC205 International Meeting

9.2019 Seoul, Korea ⇒ Resolution forward to TR/WD ballot

NPI proposed from JISC to ISO/TC205 International Meeting

9.2018 Oslo, Norway ⇒ Accepted as PWI/ TR23764

Sympathizers to be new P member Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore 
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Reviewed the document again based on the result of 
consultation Ballot, TS ballot was done two times.

Asked all experts of TC205（WG2）for suggestions on TS to 
propose as a CD at TC205 international meeting in 9. 2020

6.7.2020～9.6.2020 Consultation Ballot 

Towards CD stage, Project Member countries were confirmed

28.5.2020 Kick off Meeting  ⇒ U.S.A, China, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Japan 

9.24.2021, ISO/TS23764 was published

Process Activities of TS in ISO/TC205(2)
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Introduction part of ISO/TS23764

This document aims to internationally apply a methodology for achieving a Zero 

Energy Building (ZEB). 

Since the Paris Agreement was adopted in the 21st Session of the Conference of the 
parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, all countries 
(including emerging countries) have been required to set a target for reducing their 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 and later. In all countries, reducing energy consumption 
is the most effective means of mitigating greenhouse gas emissions.

The building sector takes a 29% share of the world’s energy consumption, and this 
contribution appears to be increasing[8]. Therefore, reducing the greenhouse gas emissions 
from this sector is an important global issue. Ultimately, the energy consumption of the 
building must be reduced and balanced by renewable energy to create a net ZEB. Such 
advanced cases have already been constructed.



Although the ultimate goal of achieving ZEBs is clearly understood, its realization has 
been limited by practical barriers such as high initial investment. However, as the life 
cycle of buildings is long, the design and construction of more energy-efficient buildings 
is considered as a present attempt rather than a future one for greenhouse gas 
reduction. Hence, accelerating the movement toward ZEBs is an immediate urgency. 

From this perspective, this document advocates a step-by-step realization approach for 
net ZEBs. Its aim is to accelerate the ZEB movement and describe the practical 
realization of ZEBs. Namely, this document proposes a practical ZEB approach and 
outlines the basic considerations during the total process of ZEB realization, from 
design to the operation and maintenance stages. This document excludes specific 
technologies and/or equipment and materials that are expected to be continuously 
innovated. Details of specific methods, and specific measures for energy consumption, 
are also not discussed.

To accelerate the reduction of greenhouse gases, this document aims to contribute 
policies and/or guidelines for disseminating ZEBs that suit the conditions of individual 
countries, especially those of emerging countries undergoing galloping urbanization.
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☆ISO/TS23564 is the first document which is 

concentrated on Zero Energy Building in ISO!

☆Main Project Members are Asian Economies.

☆Malaysia is leading Economy in that project!

☆Sincerely hope Malaysia will reflect the spirits

of ISO/TS23564 in the official guideline soon

as ASEAN Leader of ZEB dissemination with SEDA!
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And Finally



Thank You very much for 
your kind attention!
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